Transcriptional regulation of angiotensinogen gene expression.
The renin--angiotensin system (RAS) is an extracellular hormonal system implicated in acute, homeostatic control of peripheral vascular resistance and electrolyte homeostasis. In this tightly regulated system, physiological regulators of blood pressure and fluid balance induce the production of the potent vasoactive angiotensin peptides by sequential proteolysis of the angiotensinogen (AGT) prohormone. AGT is the only known precursor of the angiotensin peptides, whose circulating concentrations influence the tonic activity of the RAS. AGT abundance is regulated at the transcriptional level through hormonal and cell-type specific regulators. In this review, we will discuss the identified mechanisms controlling AGT expression separately for the rodent and human genes. The most intensively investigated gene (rodent AGT) is regulated constitutively by multiple positive- and negative-acting cis factors that function in a cell-type dependent fashion. Inducible rodent AGT expression is mediated through a multihormone-inducible enhancer that integrates signals from steroid and cytokine hormones into AGT transcription. We review recent advances in understanding the mechanism of the nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-kappa B) family in mediating cytokine-induced AGT expression and our recent discoveries on the existence of differentially inducible pools of cytoplasmic NF-kappa B. Constitutive control of the human AGT gene will be discussed; there is surprisingly little information on the cis- and trans-acting regulators controlling inducible expression of human AGT. Finally, we will explore some of the recent developments in gene linkage studies where human AGT alleles have been associated with hypertensive phenotypes through a mechanism that may involve enhanced transcription. These studies have provided a molecular explanation for a subset of heritable hypertensive disorders in humans.